L.A. Law
hospital to stop giving her food and water. The measure of L.A. Law's success, given its medium, is not whether its lawyers handle cases across the corpus juris. That is impossible. The measure of its success is how the show presents the legal questions that viewer interest and commercial reality (in other words, survival) require.
Here the challenges are several. The first challenge is motivational. Many viewers may not have given the particular legal question much thought. The people responsible for L.A. Law have to show that the issue is important by placing it in a story that is dramatically engaging. At some level, the viewer must think: "I care what happens to these people. What happens to them in some way depends on a legal rule. That makes the legal rule important, and I have to try to understand it." The second challenge, which then follows, is educational. Without being "preachy", the show must reveal why the issue is hard. What are the opposing arguments? The show must do this within a dramatic context. It cannot trot out a lecturer on the pros and cons of euthanasia. Furthermore, it must attempt to do what lawyers do all the time -extrapolate from the immediate case to the general rule and back to other cases. But it must do even that through dialogue and courtroom interrogation.
Yes, if the psychiatrist had warned the threatened victim of the violent patient, she might be alive today. But what will happen if we force doctors to do that by freely awarding damages to the victim's estate (as plaintiff requests)? Some doctors will stop treating violent patients. Others will warn the victim even though they reasonably believe that the patient does not mean it. The warning will probably mark the end of the therapeutic relationship. That in turn means patients inclined toward violence will not get treated. Now, what should the legal rule be? In any event, should we award damages to the bereaved parents of the victim in this very case? These questions (or ones like them) could be debated in the torts, legal ethics, or civil procedure classes of any American law school. Writing them into a dramatic television series is demanding in a different way. 2 The show's third challenge -to my mind the most difficult, but one it seems to appreciate -is to maintain a proper respect for ambiguity. Be-12. See supra note 4. This story had a twist. Kelsey assumed the defense of a psychiatrist in a civil action. The parents of one of the psychiatrist's group therapy patients sued because he had not warned their murdered daughter that another patient in the group had told the defendant that he intended to kill her. The apparent killer had already confessed and been convicted. The first half of the story thus assumes the guilt of the convicted patient and focuses on the doctor's duty to warn. Kelsey then learns that the convicted patient is innocent and that his delusional confession was instigated by the psychiatrist, who was the real killer. This discovery enables exploration of Kelsey's ethical dilemma. Should she reveal her client's confession, and thereby violate what may well be a duty of confidentiality? Or should she say nothing and let an innocent person remain in jail and a guilty one remain free? The dilemma is resolved, if not solved, when a terminally-ill, retired prosecutor, whom Kelsey has asked for guidance, decides to violate his confidentiality obligation and reveal the psychiatrist's confession. The effect of this "story within a story" is to have Kelsey argue in favor of the psychiatrist's duty of confidentiality in the first part of the story, only to be confronted with her own duty of confidentiality in the second part, when the psychiatrist tells her he did it.
cause L.A. Law often addresses cutting-edge legal issues-issues that are controversial precisely because they are unresolved and provoke strong feelings on both sides-the story cannot blithely choose one position or another. It cannot make hard issues look easy; loose ends have to remain loose.
Consider the episode concerning the comatose young woman whose parents have petitioned the court to order the hospital to withdraw food and water. 1 3 The woman had been comatose for two years. She displayed no cognitive function. She required no extraordinary life support system, only a tube to provide food and water. She had virtually no prospect of recovery. She could live forty years this way or she could die tomorrow. The hospital hired McKenzie, Brackman, Chaney & Kuzak 14 to resist her parents' petition. At the beginning of the story, a firm lawyer expresses the opinion that the parents are right, an opinion probably shared by many viewers, at least in the abstract. McKenzie responds by emphasizing the firm's responsibility to the client hospital.
Victor Sifuentes, the firm lawyer reluctantly handling the matter, persuades the judge to deny the petition. The judge announces that he had initially been inclined to grant it, but he changed his mind after seeing the patient (we saw her too), hearing a description of the pain caused by death from dehydration (which the doctors could not swear the patient would not suffer), and hearing that the doctor who testified to the patient's insensate condition nevertheless stopped to hold her hand and talk and sing to her as he made his rounds.
The parents obviously love their daughter, believe (probably correctly) that she would not want to live in her current condition, and have been financially ruined by her treatment. After they lose, an anguished and angry father follows Sifuentes from the courtroom, shouting that while the lawyer would now simply move to his next case, he and his wife would have to suffer the consequences of Sifuentes' victory for the rest of their lives. As elevator doors close between them, Sifuentes is visibly anguished. He has to reconcile the dissonance between his responsibility to achieve the client's goal and his personal doubts about the wisdom of that goal.
The creative challenge to L.A. Law is how to have a result for cases raising hard issues without pretending to have the solution to the dilemmas they pose. The world of popular entertainment and the world of law each requires a result. A story must have an ending of sorts; a court proceeding must have a judgment. Yet due regard for the ambiguity and complexity of issues like these makes it imperative that the show not pretend to have solved them in less than an hour. In the episode of the comatose 13. See supra note 3. 14. "McKenzie, Brackman" is the name of the law firm at the center of the show. Sept. 15, 1986) , present yet another variety of legal entertainment. People's Court finds real litigants in a Los Angeles small claims court who agree to dismiss their court actions, tell their story on People's Court instead, and abide by the decision of a retired judge. Superior Court, by contrast, does use actors and a script dramatized from real litigations. In both shows, the disputes are self-contained. Neither show relies on dramatic continuity from program to program or on character development. They simply present the application of legal rules in a court setting. Such suspense as they have is over the verdict. These and other law-based programs, employing assorted formats and diverse in their verisimilitude, are described in Machlowitz, supra note 2, at 52-53.
ers"' to swallow its recipe every week. No legal institution can claim that kind of influence on the public's conception of law and lawyers. Influence alone, however, gets no applause; the influence must be constructive.
In producing their shows, the people behind L.A. Law have generally treated legal ideas with respect, and even if they do not fret over their many shades of gray (the road to certain death), they at least acknowledge and try to convey something of the ideas' ambiguity, import, and difficulty. Next to that effort and achievement, what difference does it make if McKenzie, Brackman lawyers consistently ignore the rules of evidence or if they make speeches to witnesses when they should be asking questions? What difference does it make that no firm its size (or probably any size for that matter) could or would have the kind of practice it enjoys? Early signs were disturbing. The first show missed obvious ethical lapses while presenting proper conduct as problematic. Without blinking, the pilot showed lawyers talking to an opposing client without opposing counsel present; 22 and it had Michael Kuzak proceeding to represent a client after he gave the police information (the client was armed and dangerous) they needed to arrest him. 23 Then the same show fretted over the fact that Kuzak had provided this information to the police in the first place, although no ethical rule protects information about future violent crimes. 4 Matters have improved. Today, an informal group of teachers of legal ethics, I among them, periodically meet to discuss how to teach the course. Inevitably, our discussions include scenes from L.A. Law.
My favorite episode (also from the first show as it happens) is one in which Arnie Becker, the firm's sometime shallow (but always adept) divorce lawyer, meets with Lydia, a woman nearing forty who has decided to accept her husband's settlement offer. Lydia has come to Arnie because 21. Orey, supra note 2, at 34. 22. See MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, Rules 4.3 and 4.4 (1983) . The first show aired on Sept. 15, 1986 (NBC television broadcast).
23. Kuzak would have been a likely "necessary witness" at trial. See MODEL RULES OF PROFES-SIONAL CONDUCT, Rule 3.7(a) (1983) . In any event, Kuzak's instrumental role in the client's arrest was not revealed to the client, as it should have been before Kuzak presumed to continue the representation. If it had been revealed, it is doubtful that a client would have retained trust and confidence in counsel sufficient to sustain the relationship.
24. See MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT, Rule 1.6(b)(1) (1983).
her original lawyer, Julia, had qualms about the settlement and urged Lydia to talk to Arnie about it. Lydia tells Arnie she does not want a fight. "I just don't want it to get into an ugly, pitched battle with name calling and recriminations," she insists. 25 On the very morning of the day he meets Lydia, a gun-carrying former client threatened Arnie because he had not stopped her from accepting a settlement she now realized was too low. In the interim, the former client had learned that her husband had "another woman" and that they were living up in Bel Air while Arnie's former client was living out in Van Nuys. With the memory of that assault still painfully present and based on his years of experience as a divorce lawyer, Arnie tells Lydia that her husband surely has another woman. He urges Lydia to be more aggressive in protecting her economic interests. Lydia does not believe there is another woman or doesn't want to believe it-"My husband and I are not statistics," she declares, "we're individuals." Arnie responds: "For your husband, divorce is a fiscal inconvenience. But for you, this can be the most important financial decision that you'll ever make in your life."
At the conclusion of their meeting, Lydia is wavering. Citing "friendship to Julia" and "admiration for your principles," Arnie offers to review the proposed settlement agreement and tell Lydia his conclusions over lunch at a fancy restaurant the following Thursday. Meanwhile, without Lydia's knowledge, Arnie has his private detective surveil the husband. She succeeds in getting several eight by ten glossy photographs of Lydia's husband and the inevitable other woman in very compromising positions, all of which are meticulously described.
Arnie takes the glossies to the fancy lunch, where Lydia informs him that she has decided to accept the settlement offer. "In the long run, there are more important things than money," she insists. Tapping the envelope containing the glossies, Arnie muses that he will just put the "investigation" of her "husband's affairs, financial, otherwise," on hold. Predictably curious, Lydia asks if it will obligate her financially to look in the envelope. "In no way," Arnie assures, but then in a rare burst of compassion, he warns Lydia that "it may be painful." Of course she looks, then quickly escapes to the lady's room to give up her lunch, as nonchalant Arnie had previously told the investigator she would. Arnie summons the waiter for dessert.
In the next scene, a retributive Lydia, in a sit-down with her husband and counsel, can hardly contain her anger as she hurls insults and her pocketbook across the conference table. Arnie uses other, financial, information the investigator obtained to force the husband to increase his offer considerably. The not-so-veiled threat is that otherwise the information 25. L.A. Law (NBC television broadcast, Sept. 15, 1986). will get the husband into trouble with the law ("lots of cash transactions"). The extortion issue is not addressed. 2 6 Afterwards, Arnie is pleased with himself ("we really socked it to them"), but Lydia is crying uncontrollably. She tells Arnie: "I think what you did was despicable. I'll never be able to look at him again with any kind of respect or affection." For Arnie, she says, it was "all so easy.... Just sock it to him and get the money. I lost my life, my children lost a family. And there's no amount of money that would compensate for that." Arnie asks Lydia if she wants to return the money. She does not. Having thereby proved his point to his own satisfaction, Arnie predicts that in two weeks Lydia will be recommending him to a friend. In two months, she will be inviting him to dinner. (Earlier, Arnie mentioned how Lydia would "look great in or out of a bikini.") 2 7
Client autonomy is an ethical issue. 2 It is the analogue in law to informed consent in medicine. 2 9 It is difficult to define and harder to teach. The episode I have just described (and my summary does not do it justice) is nearly perfect in presenting the autonomy issue in equipoise. Without his client's permission, Arnie Becker used an investigator to obtain a legally irrelevant but inflammatory fact-opposing counsel points out that in California the husband's affair has no bearing on the grant of a divorce or support obligations. Arnie then used that fact to get his client angry enough to fight for a larger settlement, employing weapons that would inevitably destroy the modicum of civility the couple still enjoyed and which Lydia had declared at the outset she wanted to retain.
Did Arnie exceed his authority when he connived to override his client's stated wishes in order to secure the money he truly (perhaps correctly) believed she would later regret not having? Should he have requested Lydia's authorization before hiring a detective to follow her husband? Did he give insufficient respect to Lydia's declaration that "there are more important things than money?" Did Arnie manipulate Lydia? Or did he save her? Whichever he did, did he act properly? (MeKinney's 1988) . The program often misses other ethical issues as well. On several occasions it has allowed improper ex parte communications between judges and counsel. This may be for dramatic effect, but both interests-accuracy and dramatic effect-can be satisfied by having the opposing lawyer consent. The show is also too casual about the propriety of sexual relations between a lawyer and his or her client. 27. I recently used this segment at a faculty luncheon at New York University Law School to demonstrate how L.A. Law treated ethical issues. In the ensuing discussion, the question arose whether it was proper for a male divorce lawyer to be complimentary about the attractiveness of a female divorce client in order to give her confidence and make her feel better about herself. The faculty discussion ended before a consensus developed for or against the conduct.
28. 
I have discussed this episode before audiences of lawyers, law students and laypersons. People react strongly to it. But each audience has been sharply divided, which proves the point. L.A. Law has taken a hard, ambiguous ethical problem and portrayed it in a serious, dramatic way without making it seem self-evident and without pretending to have solved it. Writing a dramatically powerful scene illustrating dilemmas posed by the attorney-client privilege should not be too difficult. But client autonomy is a nebulous, cerebral concept. The Lydia episode successfully presents that concept in an immediate and engaging way without succumbing to false obviousness.
Much about legal ethics is inherently compelling. The reason is apparent. Lawyers are often required to behave in ways we would condemn if the same people were not acting as lawyers. Often, loyalty to clients requires lawyers to tolerate injustice to others, even to perpetrate it. How do lawyers handle that dissonance? How can it be proper-even laudable-to do for others what it would be wrong to do for yourself or a friend?3" Anne Kelsey, for example, knows her client committed a murder for which an innocent person is in prison," l but she knows this as a result of what is plausibly a privileged communication. The client confessed to her in order to stop her from trying to establish the incarcerated man's innocence because that effort could direct suspicion back toward the client. What should Kelsey do?
In another episode, 2 Kelsey is defending a corporate client that has been sued for injuries because its plant has allegedly poisoned the well water of a nearby trailer park. The plaintiff, a resident of the trailer park during her pregnancy, gave birth to a child who was completely deaf and blind in one eye." 3 The trial was over the issue of causation: Did Kelsey's client, the Washington Pure Water Company, cause the contamination?
The plaintiff's proof is weak until her lawyer uncovers a secret internal memo establishing causation. The lawyer uses the memo to pry a two million dollar settlement from Kelsey's client in exchange for a sealed record and a secrecy agreement. Kelsey asks the lawyer whether he feels he has responsibility toward people still living in the trailer park and drink- (1980) . 31. This is the second part of the story described supra note 12.
L.A. Law (NBC television broadcast, Nov. 5, 1987).
33. It is not entirely clear whether the mother of the infant is the actual plaintiff, nor does it matter for purposes of the story.
The Yale Law Journal [Vol. 98: 1607 ing the water. No, he replies, his only responsibility is to his client, whose settlement is conditioned on secrecy. Is he right?
Kelsey is then further dismayed to learn that her client refuses to reveal the contamination or clean it up. It would be cheaper, explains the perfectly cool, cost-benefit minded CEO, to settle any claims that may arise, just as car makers prefer to settle products liability claims rather than make a safer but more costly car. Again, Kelsey's knowledge is confidential. What can she do?
Kuzak represents a man named Sears who is accused of leaving the scene of an accident. 5 The car belongs to Sears' aunt, whom Kuzak calls as a witness to explain how others may have gained access to it. In the middle of her highly credible testimony and to Kuzak's surprise, the aunt volunteers that she and Sears were at the beach when the accident occurred. Kuzak knows she is lying at the request of her nephew. He asks to speak with the judge in chambers, where he moves to withdraw. The judge denies the motion after a discussion that might have enlightened the Supreme Court's reasoning in Nix v. Whiteside: 3 " Judge: What's to prevent him [the defendant] from playing the same time and money wasting game with his next lawyer and the one after that? No, Mr. Kuzak, withdrawing is not the answer to your dilemma. The answer is to let the system work. You do your job, let 34. What Kelsey did do was probably more extreme than what she had to do. She resigned from her firm and then threatened to reveal her client's conduct. The CEO threatened to sue, but Kelsey was able to persuade him that her resignation would free the firm from vicarious liability. The CEO finally yielded and agreed to clean up the contamination in exchange for Kelsey's silence. It is doubtful that revelation would have been unethical in any event. Model Rule 1.6(b)(1) permits revelation of a client's confidence "to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to prevent the client from commiting a criminal act that the lawyer believes is likely to result in imminent death or substantial bodily harm." MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.6 (b)(1) (1983) . Although California has not adopted the Model Rules, the same exception appears to apply there. See Los Angeles County Bar Ass'n Opinion [L.A. Opinion] 386 (1981) ("disclosure of a future crime... is authorized only if it is needed to prevent immediate and serious injury"); L. A. Opinion 436 (1985) (adopting standard in Model Rule 1.6(b)(1)). Permission to reveal, then, would turn on whether it would be a federal or state crime to fail to clean up the deadly contamination of which the company was aware.
35. L. A. Law (NBC television broadcast, Jan. 8, 1987 ). 36. 475 U.S. 157 (1986 . Implementation of Nix will not be as simple as might first appear. Justice Stevens recognized as much when he began his opinion, concurring in the judgment:
Justice Holmes taught us that a word is but the skin of a living thought. A "fact" may also have a life of its own. From the perspective of an appellate judge, after a case has been tried and the evidence has been sifted by another judge, the particular fact may be as clear and certain as a piece of crystal or a small diamond. The trial lawyer, however, must often deal with mixtures of sand and clay. Even a pebble that seems clear enough at first glance may take on a different hue in a handful of gravel. Id. at 190 (Stevens, J., concurring in the judgment).
The conjunction of Nix and Model Rule 3.3 means that the lawyer must determine whether he or she has "knowledge" of perjury. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 3.3 (1983) . If the lawyer's answer is "yes," the trial judge may have to decide if the lawyer is right. On the dilemma of the lawyer, see Judge Altimari's decision in Doe v. Federal Grievance Committee, 847 F.2d 57 (2d Cir. 1988 
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the D.A. do her job, and the jury will do their job of sorting out the truth, the falsity, of the testimony. Kuzak: That's a comforting homily, your Honor. But you know as well as I that Sears will be acquitted. That sweet little old lady had the jury eating out of the palm of her hand ... Judge: Witnesses lie on the stand every day, Mr. Kuzak. You want to debate the ethical conundrum, we'll have dinner after this thing is over. In the meantime, let's just do our jobs.
Kuzak returns to court, tries to resume questioning, cannot, refuses to continue, and is jailed for contempt. The judge tells the defendant to get a new lawyer and return for a new trial. Who was right?
In other episodes, Abby, a former McKenzie, Brackman associate, now out on her own, urges a client to accept a low settlement. 3 " She needs the contingency fee it will produce to pay her office bills. A black lawyer uses allegations of racism in an effort to deflect the jury's attention from facts that will prove that his client committed murder. 3 8 A dwarf representing the plaintiff in a product liability case encourages the jurors to snicker at his own deformity in order to cause them to feel ashamed and, therefore, more willing to award damages to a child deformed when his pajamas caught fire. 9 The morally ambiguous universe in which lawyers live delights script writers, as well it should. And it fascinates the public. Here is where education can be especially beneficial. Ethical issues in law are not abstract. They can, of course, be abstracted, restated at increasingly higher levels of generality until, finally, they become mush. When that happens, opposite answers can both sound right because neither tells you much or even commits you to anything specific. To some extent, especially in the academy, this sort of generalizing is appropriate and inevitable. Still, we would do well to remember William Carlos Williams' admonition that there are "no ideas but in things." 4 In the end, every ethical rule must be tested against real stories. Rules of science will not survive if the experiments that prove them cannot be duplicated. Rules of ethics will not survive if, when played out in real cases, they persistently lead to resolutions we cannot accept.
We are frequently ambivalent about how lawyers should behave in a particular circumstance. One reason for this may be that we are still mak- -Say it, no ideas but in things-nothing but the blank faces of the houses and cylindrical trees bent, forked by preconception and accidentsplit, furrowed, creased, mottled, stainedsecret-into the body of the light! ing up our minds about a matter. Another is that an answer we have purported to accept suddenly does not sit well when unpredictable consequences are confronted or as our assumptions about the world begin to change. L.A. Law tries to capture these morally ambivalent professional dilemmas as few other popular entertainments have. As with the trendy legal issues it generously heaps on McKenzie, Brackman's docket, L.A. Law's ethical riddles are about ideas. How should people behave? When can lawyers behave differently because they are lawyers? What will happen if they do? What will happen if they do not? What do, can, or should lawyers have to do with justice? How much do lawyers owe a client?
As with the legal issues, with lapses caused by oversight or demands of the medium, L.A. Law makes an earnest effort to pose these questions in a serious way, a way that is calculated to leave the viewer not wholly satisfied. By that I mean that the script does not put everything neatly in its place, with nothing left to do but watch the eleven o'clock news and switch off the light. As with the legal issues, the immediate ethical problems are answered because they must be, but the larger conflicts they signify linger unresolved. L.A. Law tells stories about people who tell stories. Yes, those people also perform a great deal of other tasks, tasks that they know would bore any listener, even their best friends. L.A. Law chooses to omit those tasks from its stories. So do they.
In telling its stories, L.A. Law makes the lawyer-storyteller a character instead of an author, but a character whose role in the story in which he or she appears may include telling a story about the story itself. In the show, as in life, these stories are told to judges, juries, partners, adversaries, and clients. But unlike life, L.A. Law has an "outer" audience, the viewer, who knows the show is not real. The real lawyer's audience, by contrast, is encouraged to believe that the lawyer's story is real, whether it is or not, while an opposing lawyer may be telling an opposite story about the same reality. L.A. Law uses the actor's and the storyteller's arts to entertain, not to fool, people. Lawyers, meanwhile, sometimes (and legitimately) use the same arts to make the false appear true or the true false, at least momentarily, if doing so will help them win. 41 If we are going to discuss which profession -law or acting -most exploits the skill and substance of the other, lawyers have a lot more to answer for. To help make their professional performances more effective, lawyers take courses in trial advocacy. There, they are videotaped and critiqued, just like actors, in an effort to make them more persuasive and apparently sincere." 3 Lawyers have even started taking acting lessons, to enable them to achieve in real settings and for different purposes the same credibility that L.A. Law's actors try to achieve on the screen.
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So if lawyers strive to be actors to better put across their versions of a particular reality, is it fair to criticize actors who pretend to be lawyers on the ground that the actor-lawyers, in an effort to entertain, make the real lawyers' jobs more exciting than they are? I do not think so. I doubt it misleads people about the true nature of lawyers' work or into choosing a legal career. Students able to compete for places in American law schools know that television is not life. In any event, if we think law school applicants misapprehend how routine and dull law practice may sometimes be, which indeed they might, L.A. Law notwithstanding, we can insert a warning on the front pages of law school catalogues, in red ink, ten point type, and italics. 4 In research (as it were) for this essay, I watched many hours of L.A. Law. The shows were uneven internally and from week to week. Some were heavy with adolescent humor and crude stereotypes. Others were admirable, occasionally masterful, in their depiction of legal and ethical issues. Lean and subtle, they could inspire class discussion. How can we account for this discrepancy?
One explanation must be the difficulty in maintaining peak performance across the many episodes produced each season. That is to be expected. Other professionals, including lawyers, also vary in the quality of 45. Such a warning is framed in Gillers, Great Expectations: Conceptions of Lawyers at the Angle of Entry, 33 J. LEGAL EDUC. 662 (1983) . Recent evidence of professional dissatisfaction among lawyers suggests that a warning might be appropriate. See Margolick, At the Bar, N.Y. Times, Feb. 10, 1989 , at B7, col.1. 46. Released 1985 . In one final way L.A. Law has been decidedly unrealistic. With a nearly subversive zeal, the writers and producers have populated the show's legal terrain with a rainbow coalition of characters. Women, blacks, Latinos, Asian-Americans, and individuals of various sexual orientation are shown as lawyers, judges and other persons of achievement. Most notable, perhaps, is the creation of Grace Van Owen, the no-nonsense assistant district attorney whose spunk and courtroom demeanor would make a real life adversary weep. The firm has hired a retarded messenger. And recently it employed an older woman associate, whose presence challenges popular assumptions about age with the same visual bluntness that other charcters challenge assumptions about gender, sexual orientation, and race. The inhabitants of L.A. Law are demographically improbable-for law in L.A. and elsewherewhich is what makes them so valuable on prime time television. L.A. Law their work. But this cannot be the sole explanation. The quality span has been too broad, while the cast, the writers, and the producers have remained largely intact.
A second explanation offers a further similarity between legal work and television, as well as a perspective from which to judge the quality of L.A. Law's influence on popular conceptions of lawyers and their work.
Like the halves of its name, L.A. Law seems in internal struggle between Hollywood's strong impulse toward cheap and easy entertainment -caricature, slapstick, stock situations, and "happily-ever-after" endings -and the ambition of the show's producers and writers to transcend this constricting culture. But culture is a powerful force, as another ambitious writer and performer in popular theatre confessed four centuries ago. " [M] y nature is subdued/To what it works in, like the dyer's hand," Shakespeare wrote. He was excusing the "public means" by which he was forced to make his living ("fortune ... did not better for my life provide") and for the "public manners" a life of acting "breeds." 4 8 Lawyers are also constrained by the centripetal force of the institutions that house them. Many students come to law anticipating some role, however modest, in fostering the ideals of the justice system they expect to join. But as they soon learn, justice and the practice of law are different things. A lawyer's skills are purchased by or for a client whose lawful goals may be unjust. Furthermore, the lawyer's work environment may be as constricting for its inhabitants as the culture of television is for creative artists. New lawyers discover that market forces and the traditions of practice, not their private hopes and visions, govern the course and content of their work.
The fact that strong institutional cultures dominate work in both law and television should make lawyers better critics of L.A. Law or, indeed, any popular entertainment about law and lawyers. Lawyers need only recall their own reactions to periodic public skepticism about the bar.
Lawyers are often criticized for perceived defects in the system of justice. It is easy to understand why. Daily and cumulatively, they appear as the single most important influence on that system and, accordingly, the public may take them to account when the system visibly misfires. At such times, and with perfect sincerity, a lawyer's nonlawyer friends may ask, "But what about justice?" And with equal sincerity, a lawyer may re- we are suspicious of a new suitor that presumes to tell our story. We want it to work. But we do not want to be taken for granted. Yet playing hard to get carries the risk of being ignored. I think it is time to meet McKenzie, Brackman half way. At neither their place nor ours, mind you. Not yet, maybe not ever. But after a three year courtship, we know these people well enough to be encouraged.
